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County
prepares
for bird flu
Wood (lountygets
ready for potential
outbreak In the area
By Holly Abrams
With the threat of avian influenza
becoming more apparent, offi
rials in Wood t lounty are developing an emergency response
plan foi an outbreak to be in
place by the end ol this year.

When eight students step into
Kobacker Hall's spotlight tomorrow,
they will battle to stay in competition
BIG EVENT

By Ashley Lumm
REPORTER

lihough the competition is fierce,
the award is a chance of a life,time.
I he University's College of Musical
Arts will host ils 39th annual Finalist
Concert tomorrow night. The concert
is 11 if final weeding lor c-ighi students
competing for a sold spot in from of
ilii* student orchestra on a concert in
February More than 90 went through

the preliminary rounds.
I ho competition Is the largest — and
toughest
—
oncampus event that Seewhatothei
instruineitl.il music events are taking
Students can lace. P"**
P'^ovei.ne
over the
.... i:..
i>
next week
according to Ryan ne,,week
Muncy.
graduate GriAlltE PAGF3
assistant.
" I his is a prel ly big BULL! I ILLTH SINK
deal. There are two INTOBG'S LOCAL
or three rounds and MUSIC SCENE.
the level of playing PAGE /
is very high,' said
Muncy a saxophonist. "There Is quite a hit of competition,
hut tin'experience is worth it."
The event will take place tomorrow
at it p.m. in Kobacker I lall of the Moon
Musical Arts Center.
It's sponsored by I'm Musica, a group
affiliated with the College of Musical
Arts who raise nionev for students and
Students have competed throughout
the week in a series of preliminary
rounds. Graduate students and undergraduate students are kept separate! to

In year 39,
the competition io music
performance
was previously
known as the
concerto competition.
■ Competition
winners are
featured on
a concerto,
sonata or other
solo work at a
concert of the
Philharmonia,
the University's
student orchestra.
■ Depending
on the way
the music
is scored,
some winners
play with the
University's
Symphonic
Band as
the accompaniment
instead of the
Philharmonia.
Either concert
is performed
early in the
spring semester.

CONCERT, PAGE 2

Illusli jliun by Amy D«lxn( IK Nrm

Retiring Air Force secretary nominated for award
Spirit award created in
honor of employee's
26 years of service
By Alison Kemp
HfPORTfR

A role model, supporter, listener, and mother to all, lulie
Meyer has also been the secretary of Detachment 620 of the
United States Air lone Reserve
Officer Training Corps at the
University for 26 years.
Meyer is retiring on Dec. 30
because of her husband's work
taking them to England.
The Julia I. Meyer Spirit

Award was created in her honor
In Capt. Kimbcrly Hammond.

I laiinnond. who went through
the ROTC program from 19951999, is now the commandant
of cadets and is responsible for
cadet training.
Hammond suggested this
award to the cadets because
they wanted to honor her dedication to HGSU's detachment
over more than a quarter-century. The award will be given
annually to two cadets — one
cadet from the general military
courses IGMC), and another to
a cadet from the professional
officer courses (POC).
"This award is a good way
to never forget her," Hammond
said.
Mever was shocked when she

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

received the Meyer Spirit
Award for a GM( cadet.
Wright said thai lies honored
and privileged to receive this
award.

"Being the first recipient, I'm
very proud to have it," Wright
said. "It is definitely art honor.

JULIE MEYER
ROTC SECRETARY
first learned of an award being
created in her honor.
"Just that they would think
enough of me to do that. It
was quite a surprise," Meyer
said with a tear in her eye yesterday.
Cadet Ryan Wright, a freshman in the Air I7orce ROTC.

SATURDAY

I hope that I can live up to the
expectations of |u lie.'
The Other recipient, iunior
cadet Melissa Day. was flat
tered just to be mentioned In
the same breath as Meyer.
"There is no award that is
greater." Day said. "She IJuliel
is someone thai I look up to,
honor and respect. This is the
biggest honor I've received in
my life."

High:28"
Low: 23"
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Cloudy,
Windy

Day saiii thai Meyei is like a
mother to hei and everyone else
in the detachment, but is pat
linilarly special to het bo ause
she's from Georgia and so fat
from her own family.
Meyer is always there foi
advice or anything else thai
anyone could need Day said
thai Meyer is encouraging and
a good Influence She is optimlstil and always smiling.
Hammond added that Mcyet
is always willing to listen and
give a hug whenever one is
needed. She helps schedule
. lasses and answers questions
of all kinds, from laundry ques-

Uthough the chance ol a pandemit
oi worldwide outbreak
ol disease seems minimal right
now. organizers are preparing for
the worst.
Ue are currendy, specifically
in terms ol Wood (ounty, In the
process "i developing a plan foi
avian flu," said left Cooper, Wood
County I lealili t ommissioner.
"We have a protocol plan in
place for ihe standard tin and
we're modifying to address foi
avian flu."
Much ol ihe plan will l>c mod
cled .iliei both die State plan and
the current national plan, accord
Eng to Mary Dennis, coordina
toi ol epidemiology lor the Wood
County Health Department.
Plans have been developed in the

pasi mi meningitis and bioterroi
ism threats such asSARS.
Ihe County plan will also be
modeled after current emergency plans in the county.
We have emergency sheltering plans, we haw alternative
eaie facility plans, ue have mass
FLU

Storms hit
midwestern
states hard
By Chene Henderson
Storms across die nation's mid
section delivered freezing cold
and as much as io inches ol
snow yesterday, bedeviling drivel son slippery loads a ndi losing
schools from Texas to Indiana
\ileasi lOpeoplewerekilledin
mad wrecks in Kansas, Missouri
and Kenan k\ ovei two days In
lexas. a mother and son died in
a lire sparked by an improperly
installed wood burning stove,
In t hicago, a Southwest
Airlines |el in inn to land in
heavy snow last night slid oil a
runway at Midway International
Airport, crashed through a fence
and skidded iuloa l)us\ street.
No injuries were reported
on the plane, but at least one
person was seriously hun In a
vehicle on the ground, an official said
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Hammond: 'Our
hearts will cry'
with Meyer gone
MEYER. FROM PAGE 1
tions lo problems cadets are

having with other cadets.
"She is the cornerstone of the
detachment," Hammond said.
"I can't even express how much
she has meant."
Utter chaos is expected by
Hammond after Meyer's retirement. "It will be a completely
different place without Meyer
here," she said.
That chaos could most affect
future cadets in the most subtle,
but important ways, according
to cadet Chad Dieterlc.
"She helped me adapt to college life." Dieterle said. "She
basically does that for every
cadet."
He feels that this award will
keep Meyer's spirit alive, especially because in four years,
cadets will not know who she is.
"It'ssad that the future cadets
won't get to know her. but I hope
that they understand her importance." Dieterle said. "She's done

LOOK OUT BELOW!

"There is no award
that is greater. She
IJuliel is someone
thai I look up to,
honor and respect.
This is the biggest
honor I've received
in my life."
MELISSA DAY.
JULIE MEYER AWARD WINNER
amazing things and will never
stop."
"We are all going to miss her.
Our hearts will cry," I lammond
said.
Meyer explained that work
at the ROTO has been wondertul, and no matter where in the
world she goes, the University's
1-4* Jit: students will always be
her favorite.
"It's been a great place to
work. 1 am proud of these kids,"
Meyer said.

PatDorsman BGNew*

LET IT SNOW: Andy Hascher and Jenny Ahlborn, both junior ROTC members, sled down the hill on the edge ot Forrest Creason Golf
Course. Hascher left his dirty clothes at home and used his Rubbermaid laundry basket to navigate through the snow. Tomorrow's
weather is expected to be cloudy and windy.

Memorization key to contest success
CONCERT, FROM PAGE 1
Participants in the competition are required to memorize their pieces and perform a
live version of it in front of the
lodges.
Muncy admits the procedure can seem overwhelming
at times.
"It can he somewhat of a
daunting task standing up and
playing for 20 minutes on pure

memorization," Muncy said.
WBGU-PBS showcases
student and faculty artwork
from Bowling Green State University's
School of Art

Thursday, ©eeerober 8. al 8 pro

Friday, ©eeember 9. al 9 pro
Saturday, timber 10. at 12:30 pro
Ceramic and hand-blown glass created by BGSU faculty
will be awarded to the highest bidder
Make your bid online at wbgu.org or call I -800-410-2727.
Deadline for final bids is
Saturday, December 10th at 2:30 pm.

WBGUQ

"But if I focused on the competition and everyone else, it
wouldn't work. The best I can
do is to be well prepared and
mentally focused for a good performance. That la the most 1 can
ask for."
Andrew l'elletier, visiting
assistant professor and coordinator of the event, knows the
memorization can be tough, but
says it's integral to finding the
very best student musicians out
there.
"Memorizing the piece tends
to he an international standard for soloist competitions,"
Pelletier said. "However, there
is a belief that the musician can
connect better with the audience if he can make eye contact
rather than stare at a sheet of

"Memorizing the piece tends to be
an international standard for soloist
competitions... There is a belief that the
musician can connect better with the
audience if he can make eye contact rather
than stare at a sheet of music."
ANDREW PELLETIER, HORN PROFESSOR
music.
There will be two panels of
judges for the competition —
one for preliminary rounds and
the other for tomorrow night's
final round.
According to Pelletier, the
judges were carefully selected
based on their own musical talent and contributions to the art
form.
"There are two sets of judges,
who are people picked from off
campus.
They are selected by their
stature in the music community and their accomplishments,"
Pelletier said.
Wednesday and Thursday
were the first rounds for undergraduate students, and graduate
students will perform today.
From those students, 20 will
be selected to play in the semifinal round tomorrow morn-

ing. Out of those 20, only four
graduate students and four
undergraduate students will be
selected to compete tomorrow
night.
Saxophonist
David
Wegehaupt, junior, knows not
to let feelings get in the way of
the competition.
"I was really optimistic, last
year and it was a huge disappointment when I didn't make
it," Wegehaupt said. "So this
year, I'm trying not to get too
excited. I just do the best I can
and hope for the best."
But though Wegehaupt is trying not to get too excited, he
knows exactly what this opportunity can mean for the winners.
"Ever since I was in high school
and started playing competitively, I've wanted to play in a
live orchestra. Unless you are a

professional, winning a competition like this is really the only
way a person can play with an
orchestra," Wegehaupt said.
The final competition takes
place on Saturday night. Two
graduate students and two
undergraduate students will
then be rewarded the chance
to play with the Bowling Green
Philharmonia.
Members of the audience will
have the opportunity to participate as well on Saturday. They
will be voting for their favorite
undergraduate student and also
graduate student to receive an
"Audience Choice Award" and a
$500 cash prize.
This gives the students an
opportunity to be judged on
their actual musical presentation versus the technical aspects
the judges will be looking for.
And now, with the chance to
put everything on the line in
front of judges and his peers,
Muncy is ready to take center
stage if he's chosen.
"It's important to me to give a
great performance and execute
the piece properly," Muncy said.
"A live performance would be
the result of months of grueling
work."
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University Bookstore
Bowen-Thompson Student Union Multi-Purpose Room
Picture ID Required

December 7-17
Wednesday & Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday & Sunday,
Monday - Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,

GREAT
AFFORDABLE
RATESI

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

7 & 8,
9,
10 & 11,
12 - 15,
16,
17,
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(9:00 (9:00 (9:00 -
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- 5:30)
7:30)
7:00)
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HEALTH SPA
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UNIVERSITY OF UTAH IS FAIRLY WHITE
SALT LAKE CITY(U-WIRE) — In spite of a report
from the Diversity Committee showing decline in the
numberofethnicstudentsatU.ofUtah.administrators
maintain that the school is committed to diversity. The
report will likely spark a number of proposals within
the next few months from the Diversity Committee.

This event is a fundraiser tor PVMA
while supporting a local animal
shelter. Stockings tor dogs and
cats are available, along with
candycane shaped rawhides. The
stockings contain treats and there
is a toy in each cat stocking Each
stocking is $2.50 or 3 stockings for
$6 and each candycane rawhide is
$0.50.
For more information contact:
coneil@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Union tables

get a

Tife
calendar of events
8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
The Poe Road Public Art Project:
Student Proposals
Art Galleries: "The Poe Road Public
Art Project: Student Proposals"
Union Art Gallery

■ Free hair cut to Mirage Salon
■ Free manicure to Mirage Salon
■ Free pitas from Pita Pit
■ Free pica from Myte's
■ Free blizzards from Dairy Queen
■ Free BG Tshirts
■ Free Falcon visors
Help your local Humane Society!
Buy Raffle Tickets!
Union Tables

School of Art.
Fine Arts Center - Dorothy Uber
Bryan Gallery
10:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Holiday Stocking Raffle
Friends of the Humane Society is
raffling off 3 holiday stockings
to support the Wood Co. Humane
Society. Tickets are $1 for 1 ticket
or $5 for 6 tickets. Tickets are bursarable!
You could win:
■ $40 to Junction
■ Halo 2 for Xbox
■ $25 to Easystreet
■ $20 to BW3's
■ $15 to Grounds for Thoughts
■ Lava lamps
■ Qdoba burrftos
■ Scrapbooking materials
■ CD's from Finders
■ Tool Kit

10».m. -4 p.m.
53rd Annual Faculty/Staff
Exhibition
An opportunity to appreciate the
efforts of some of the finest artists
in this region, this exhibition presents work in a wide range of media
by current and emeriti faculty
and current staff members of the

8:30 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
Pet Stocking Sale

CAMPUS
•

i

8 p.m.
Secret of the Star: a show for
Christmastime
Secret of the Star: a show for
Christmastime. Multi-media show
in the Planetarium, $1 donation
suggested, lasts approximately 1
hour. Planetarium Show is followed
by stargazing in the Observatory
if weather permits on Friday and
Sunday evenings.
112 Physical Sciences Lab Bldg.

Nil*
1

By Mara Rose Williams

nil
KANSAS CITY, Mo. — The question on the big white screen is a
controversial one: Should a physician who assists a patient in
suicide be convicted of murder?
Everyone in this class at the
University of Missouri-Kansas
City is expected to respond to
the question — even the shy students who don't want to share
their positions with the class.
But there is no show of hands.
Instead, students just push a button on handheld remote controls they call "clickers," and their
opinions are immediately and
anonymously counted.
A green graph indicating the

percentage for and against conviction pops up on the screen,
lust as the teacher intended, a
discussion about those results
ensues.
"I love this system," said Andrea
Gounev, director of academic
advising for UMKC's College of
Arts & Sciences. Gounev teaches
the freshman seminar for students with an interest in health
care, and she began using the
audience response system this
school year.
"I can ask any controversial
question, and students don't
have to be afraid to voice their
opinion," she said.
Audience response systems
such as those at UMKC are being
used in elementary, middle and
high school classrooms.
But in the last five years, they
also have become the hottest
teaching tool in college lecture

FREE BREADSTICKS
1

MIIL'MU

vvlb dliy
Iaiyc
RRF3V with
" any large

i sfitfft pizza purchase
One Coupon Per Purchase

\

FREE TOPPING

■

with any large pizza
purchase

■

One Coupon Per Purchase

CHEESE
BREAD

I
I
I
I

TOLEDO SPORTS ARENA
1 MAIN STREET • TOLEDO

FEBRUARY 21
7:30PM
ON SALE THIS SATURDAY 12/10 AT 10AM!
LIMITED GENERAL ADMISSION FLOOR TICKETS AVAILABLE.
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE ARENA BOX OFFICE,
AT ALL TICKETMASTER OUTLETS
ONLINE AT tickctmaster.com
CHARCE BY PHONE 1248) 645-6666 • (419| 474-1333

PRODUCED BY JNP CONCERTS
WWW.!fl!M.G0M

FREE WINGS
with any large
pizza
purchase
At menu price
One Coupon Per Purchase

exp. 12/31/05

exp. 12/31/05

exp. 12/31/05

FREE

class. Each clicker costs S50 or
more but can be rented for about
$15 for each class.
Several companies offer
this technology, but Turning
Technologies LLCofYoungstown,
Ohio, and elnstructioir Corp. of
Demon, Texas, which makes the
Gassroom Performance System,
are the vendors used most.
CPS is the nation's largest audience response provider to public
schools, colleges and universities, according to officials at the
McGraw-Hill Cos., a leading supplier of educational materials
The CPS is being used in 50 states
and 20 countries, with more than
a million of the handheld gadgets
in service.
"We had been working on this
technology since the late '80s,''
said Darren Ward, vice president of business development
for elnstruction.

halls for giving quizzes, taking
attendance and encouraging
classroom discussion.
Gounev's husband, Todor K.
Gounev, an assistant professor of
chemistry, was the first to Cry the
system at UMKC two years ago.
Now Gounev is planning a training session on the technology for
other UMKC instructors.
All four campuses in the
University of Missouri system,
the University of Kansas, Kansas
State University and Rockhurst
University are among area institutions that use the technology.
It has gained so much popularity this year on Kansas and
Missouri campuses that schools
are loading the software into their
campus computer networks.
The idea is to make sure all
professors use the same system
so that students don't have to buy
or rent a different clicker for each

j, i,»w*'hntJ1|
fLIVE WITH TEETH 2

Anonymous sharing made easy
Professors appreciate
new tool, classroom
discussions improve

;

FREE

SHOULD PROFESSORS
CONSIDER ATTENDANCE?
D.J. Johnson doesn't think so;
PAGE 4
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FREE
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1
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QUOTEI'XQIWi;
"Get your facts first, and then you can
distort them as much as you please."
Mark Twain
(QHMMpgUlM)

\vii!Ki:i)iT(Hii.\i.ir.\i\'i:i:siTV()no\v.\

OPINION

'Holidays' war not worth fighting
There is a war on — and it has
nothing to do with Iraq.
Its cause? Christmas. A holiday
meant to celebrate the birth of
lestis Christ and bring families
together has been politicized and
commercialized well past the
point of rationality.
The
American
Family
Association, along with other conservative groups, has launched
a campaign against the use of
"Happy Holidays" in place of
"Merry Christmas" at such retail
stores as Target and Wal-Mart.

YOU DECIDE
Do you think retail stores go too
far advertising Christmas? Send
an e-mail tothenews@bgnews.
com and tell us what you think,
or post feedback on our
Web site.
The campaign-turned-boycolt
is both frivolous and irreverent.
Nonetheless, Bill O'Reilly of the
Fox News Network has used his
program, "The O'Reilly Factor,"

to push the cause along. He has
annually denounced the phrases
"Happy Holidays" and "Season's
Greetings" and has encouraged
the boycott on his show.
Yet, this stance would seem to
contradict conservatives' belief in
a free, capitalist market. If private
businesses find they can attract
more customers by using "holiday" language, what cause have
conservatives to interfere?
Moreover,
celebrants of
I lanukkah and Kwanzaa should
not be excluded, nor should they

be bombarded with advertising
limited to Christmas.
In a country w.th as many
religions as the United States,
attempting to be inclusive of all
people regardless of faith should
be rewarded, not boycotted.
Not only does it make excellent business sense to use an allencompassing slogan to attract
shoppers who aren't necessarily Christian, it makes common
sense as well.
The self-proclaimed defenders of Christmas have overiooked

the complex history America has
with the holiday.
Christmas was, in fact, considered to be un-Christian by the
Puritans, because Dec. 25 is not
mentioned in the Bible. It wasn't
until the 1920s that Christmas
took off as a retail industry and
began to engender immense
public display.
By pushing for Christmas to
be the center of advertising during the holiday season, these socalled "traditionalists" are essentially pushing for the commer-

cialization of a sacred Christian
event. Why would anyone want
Christmas to be further associated with shopping?
Groups such as the American
Family Association should focus
their efforts on turning attention
away from the secular and back
to the meaning of the holidays.
The use of "I lappy Holidays" is
not an attack on Christmas or
religion. It is used out of respect
for our nation's religious diversity and should be embraced,
not condemned.

Clear Channel ruins music, lives PEOPLE Don't base grades

MATT
HUNZIKER

I'-Wirt'Cdunmist
The Daily CanHml
( aiwryitv of UIsiurisin

To summarize the late 18th
century, the newly independent United States
had a run-in with a British
invasion (not to be confused
with He.uInn,mi.i (herewas
an awful pun about France
losing its heads of state and, of
course. Adam Smith published
"The Wealth of Nations."
The book's central focus
on an "invisible hand" was
ahead of its time for science
fiction, but Smith's ideas about
the principles of supply and
demand and competition have
shaped our capitalist economy.
According to capitalism,
competition should ensure
good service and prices. When
an industry is under the control of a monopoly, however,
these principles no longer
apply, due to the large companies' market domination and
doubled rents.
Such is the current system
governing the live music industry, where the average price for
a concert ticket has doubled in
the last eight years to around
S54 and musicians' freedoms
arc deteriorating.

While one can hardly blame
music venues for having
monopolized the live performance market (you try getting
the Rolling Stones to play in
your walk-in closet), music fans
everywhere have found a more
deserving target for their pathos
in the duo of media giant Clear
Channel Communications and
Ticketmaster, which, for the.
uninformed, is a kind of automated service that takes your
money in exchange for causing
you physical pain.
These two companies have
played a large role over the last
decade in bleeding concert-goers
dry through a certain kind of
underhanded corporate baslardry
known as exclusivity agreements.
Clear Channel, the country's
largest radio conglomerate, uses
its music promotions wing Clear
Channel Entertainment, to set up
exclusive booking contracts with
over 100 of the largest venues in
the country.
The company punishes venues
who refuse lo enter into such
agreements by preventing them
from hosting any Clear Channel
represented artists and similariy
threatens bands by banning them
from the venues and radio stations it controls.
Ticketmaster maintains its
dominance in similar fashion, by
forcing artists who object to their
fans paying the company's additional fees to book shows at venues not affiliated with the service,
a list that is constantly shrinking

Legal battles with the company have typically been disastrous for the artists involved,
most famously for Pearl Jam,
whose protracted lawsuit
against the company resulted
in the band being nearly forced
out of touring the United
States entirely.
While it might be hard to get
too worked up about a canceled
Pearl lam tour, the widespread
effects of the Tickctmaster/Clear
Channel hegemony are a much
larger concern.Go
With Clear Channel representing both artists and venues,
there is virtually no competition
for lower ticket prices occurring
between the most popular tours
and theaters in the country.
Keeping these facts in mind,
it's also worthwhile to point
out that consumers themselves
are partially to blame for the
high prices they pay. As long as
people are willing to pay $300
to see the Eagles, people will be
charged $300.
Furthermore, as the government has sided with Clear
Channel and Ticketmaster in
almost every single suit brought
against them, consumer pressure is likely the most effective
method for changing things.
So remember: Think twice
before selling your car for front
row tickets the next time the
Eagles come to town.
Unless you're planning on
punching Don Henley in
the head.

ON THE STREET
Should professors
indude attendance
into the final dass
grades?

'■"^

ALMETA OLIVER
FRESHMAN,
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

"No. If students do
well in dass
otherwise, attendance
shouldn't be a part of
the grade."

MARIA KH0URY
SENIOR, POLITICAL
SCIENCE

"No. If the student
knows the material,
that's all that matters."

Knowledge is only a click away
WILLIAM
MINOR

U-Wm Columnist
The Battalion
TexasA&M
According to the latest
Pew Internet & American
Life survey, 41 percent
of the American adult population used a search engine on
a "typical day" in September
2005, up from 30 percent a little
more than a year ago. Second
to e-mail, searching the Web
is reported as the number two
daily online activity.
We are all increasingly becoming victims of the onslaught
of the Information Age, a time
when everything is just a click
away; the Google Age.
If you stop and think about it.
what part of our lives hasn't been
revolutionized by the Internet?

Practically everything you
could ever want to know about
anything is a mere Google away.
But this opportunity of limitless knowledge presents an ominous peril to its users.
When answers are accessible
as never before, will you ask
the questions? Will you do the
"Google Search?" The only thing
standing between a Web surfer
and untold knowledge is a decision: To click or not to click.
Remaining uninformed on
many matters in today's society
necessitates an election of ignorance, the choice not to click.
Never before in history has a
populace been so challenged.
Gutenberg's printing press
painstakingly shared a finite
number of important works of
literature with those privileged
enough to possess its products,
Google shares infinity in less
than a second to anyone with
access to a library.
With unparalleled communication readied for any surfer
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of the Web, mankind can make
a choice to come together in
search of understanding.
It is a lasting truth that ruling
classes have historically controlled access to information, a
singular fact that virtually creates
the unprecedented relationship
between knowledge and power.
With the advent of the Internet,
a transformation of immense
magnitude has occurred. Now,
almost everyone in America
has access to the power that is
knowledge.
American citizenry now have
the unique opportunity to challenge its leaders by becoming
informed. Even the library of
Congress is on the move to digitize with the help of Google.
But isn't this just what that
hot-button word "democracy" is
all about? With boundless information available at the click of a
mouse, a responsible citizen of
the United States will choose to
click, to take advantage of this
privilege new to our generation.
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SENIOR, MARKETING

"Absolutely! We go
to school everyday,
and the grade should
reflect that."

HALEY DOS SANTOS
SENIOR, MARKETING

"Yes. It demonstrates
that the student is
interested in learning."

upon attendance

I thought that when 1 graduated from the University,
I would have a Bachelor of
Science in Economics with a
concentration in Organization
Managemenrand a minor
in Sociology.
Sadly, it looks like when I
graduate in December 2006,1
will be getting a Bachelor of
Science in Economics with a
focus in Attendance.
Nothing can be more asinine
about the academic structure of
this school than awarding points
for showing up to a class. How
can a professor truly be proud
of himself when 10 percent of a
student's grade is based solely on
whether he was there?
This isn't to say that attendance isn't important. Flawless
attendance is vital in the real
world.
Employers want to know if
you arc reliable. They want to
know that you are going to be
there when they need you. Being
dependable is one of the most
important qualities an employee
can exhibit to an employer.
The problem, however, is
that some instructors here in
Bowling Green have a tendency
to put very little effort into their
lectures. Rarely have 1 seen many
of my professors evaluated, and
1 cringe when I think that other
students are subjected to their
mediocrity on an annual basis
Perhaps the most widespread
example of poor instruction is
when a professor will assign a
reading from the assigned textbook and go over the same information in the following class.
Consequently, I spend two
hours of my free time reading a
book to be to be patronized the
next day by a professor who did
the exact same thing 1 did the
previous night — except he gets
paid to do so.
You, as a student, should be
insulted. There are many students who wanted to attend
Bowling Green State University
but couldn't because their grade
point average or their standardized test scores didn't meet this
school's standards.
Whether you realize it or not,
you are part of an elite group
of people who was handpicked
to continue a tradition of
excellence here You should
feel honored.
Now, unfortunately, the
academic standards at the
University have become so poor
that they allow their professors
to include attendance points in
the final grades of their students.
What this means is tiiat to get
a good grade, you are forced to
be in these horrible lectures. In

DJ.
JOHNSON
#

Opinion Columnist

some cases, you can't neglect
reading the book because
instructors will intentionally put
information from the textbook
on the test to make sure you're
actually reading the assignments.
The bulk of the information
is repetitive. But because of the
way the class is set up, you have
no choice but to do the readings
and go to class to learn nothing
Attendance and participation
are two different things.
Allotting a certain number
of points for students who participate in a discussion-based
course isn't the same as giving
points away because someone
showed up.
If the curriculum of a given
class is set up so that discussing a given topic is the best way
to develop a thorough understanding of the material, then
awarding participation points
is justifiable.
If the snident, however, is able
to get a perfect score on all of the
tests assigned without going to
class, the instructor is not doing
his job well.
Why would you pay thousands of dollars for a class
when you can just as well buy
the book, take an online test to
make sure you understand the
material and print yourself out a
degree at the city library?
I'm disappointed with the
lackadaisical attitude of many
of the instructors here, but my
complaints are with the department heads who are not keeping
these individuals in line.
By having an attendance
policy, an instructor is forcing
a student to be in class but not
guaranteeing that he will learn
anything for the hour that he is
there; this is frightening.
By incorporating information
that an instructor has researched
himself to highlight his lecture,
he would be able to reward
students who come to class by
actually teaching them something new.
But until then, these stupid
attendance policies will continue to spoon-feed me very basic
knowledge about a given subject
that I already know, spoon-feed
me the A that I genuinely don't
deserve, and spoon-feed me
a degree that, at this rate, will
mean nothing when I finally get
around to printing it off.
Send comments to DJ. at
davidj@>bgsu.edu
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BGSU has plan to deal with flu pandemic should it hit
FLU, FROM PAGE 1
feeding plans thai would all be
brought together if — heaven
forbid — we have a pandemic
Bu," said Eric Larson, director
of the Wood County Emergency
Management Agency.

Local forces team up
The key to a successful plan
is having several local constituents work together, including the
Wood County Hospital, Wood
County Emergency Management
Agency, BGSU and the Wood
County Health Department
"We would work closely
together and the concept is to
make sure all our resources are
on the page and working together," Cooper said.
Along with inside help, for
years mutual aid agreements
have been in place in northwest
Ohio between counties.
And Ohio now has the Ohio
Public Health Communication
Systems emergency contact program in place. Through the program officials can send out alerts
to all 88 counties in the state, and
138 health departments in case
of an emergency.
"Communication is key and that
is where public health comes in,"
Cooper said. "Where you run into
panic is where people don't know."
If avian flu did become an
epidemic in Wood County, an
emergency would be declared
by Cooper and the EMA. The
health department, along with
local government, would request
assistance and medication would
be flown in, according to Cooper.

to account for the approximately
121,000 people in the county, as
of 2000, according to the EMA.
That number includes the full
enrollment of students at the
University, regardless of what time
of year the pandemic may occur.
In the case that this many people become ill, the plan will have
to take into account care facilities
for large amounts of people.
"We have practiced or drilled
setting up off-care facility sites,"
Cooper said.
The Wood County I lospital has
only 1,062 beds for patients —
not neariy enough room to house
the county's population — and a
staff of 227 physicians.
So other temporary facilities
could include high school gyms
or cafeterias, and factory cafeterias. Another option would be to
send patients to other hospitals

WHAT IS KNOWN OF THE CURRENT AVIAN FLU
THE FIRST CASE
■ First human case diagnosed in
1997 in Hong Kong.
■ Avian flu has been contracted
by 125 worldwide so tar. killing
64 since 2003.
■ The strain infecting humans in
Asia is H5N1. There are about 24
in Lucas and I lancock counties.
Then arc a huge number
of beds in the city of Toledo,"
said Glenn Egelman, director of
Student Health Service*. "I have
almost no concerns about the
transportation. Our infrastructure can manage it between
Wood County and Toledo."

Planning at BGSU
In the case of an influenza

while the Student Health
I entei doesn't house patients
they have sis doctors, seven nurses practitioners, six nurses and
four medical assistants on hand
The Student Health Services
staff periodically practices an
emergency drill to alert all stall
members in ease of an emergencj vxordinfl to Egelman, at
the October drul stall were .ill
notified of the alert within 30 to
45 minutes.
In other terms ol preparation, officials have learned from
past mistakes made elsewhere
— most recently the hurricanes
down smith.
"ii we need to we can marshal]
our forces and work as ,i team,"
Coopei said. We'w winked very
hard in Wood ( mum to prevent
,1 scenario like what happened
on the Gulf Coast"

other strains that have been discovered over the past century
IS THERE A CURE?
■ There's still no FDA-approved
cure (or avian flu, though there
are tour medications to reduce
symptoms
pandemic, buildings with central heating, ventilation and ail

conditioning systems, providing
Independent air flow and control
would IK- ntiliml as temporary
treatment facilities
Ventilation helps mine air —
and the germs i ir viruses that float
around in it — out of a building,
continually bringing fresh air in.
BGSU has32 buildings with such
systems,

asm

III
addition,
emergency
response plans and the technology they use have come a great
waj since 9/U, according to
Cooper.
"Public health prior to 2001
was not prepared m handle
emergency situations,'' he said.
"iii an emergency situation you
don) have two to three days to set
up this. We have come a long way
in those four years."
Uliiloaiiaviaiibirclllii pandemic is still a longshoi in America,
having emergency planning at
BGSU that encompasses many
scenarios may lie most effective.
according to i gebnaa
"The University has disaster
plans that never finalized IM-C ause
there is always something new."
lie said 'You rant come up with
a plan for everything, You need a
basic structure for planning."
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Would military step in?
Some of that assistance could
come through military force.
In October, President George
W. Bush said he would consider
using military force to quarantine
any area of the country where
bird flu might break out.
As incident
commander
in a biological event for Wood
County, Cooper has the authority
to declare a quarantine.
"A lot would have to happen for
a quarantine to happen," he said.
"Part of it is if it does happen, we
know what the process is and are
prepared to handle it."
The pandemic plan will have
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Campbell Hill Townhouses
Looking for the perfect apartment or house for next year? Why
not combine the best of both worlds in a townhouse at Campbell
Hill. Nowhere else can you find a home only TWO BLOCKS from
campus that offers plenty of parking and is within walking distance
to the football stadium, rec center and library. Also available for your
convenience the BGSU shuttle has two stops at Campbell Hill for
those cold winter days when walking is out of the question.
Take a walk inside any of our two and three bedroom townhouses
to experience a spacious three floor unit complete with a full living
room, large kitchen and dining room, one and a half baths, and a full
size basement rec room perfect for your pool table or TV entertainment
area. Amenities in every unit include: air conditioning, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, front and back entrances, doorbells, peepholes,
miniblinds, linen closets and cable outlets in all bedrooms and the
living room.
All units come completely furnished at NO EXTRA COST. Extra
amenities included in select units are French double doors, washers/
dryers, basement patios, ceramic tile floors, and microwaves.

The best kept secret is the price! Three bedroom
townhouses start at $180.00 per person for five people and
two bedroom townhouses range from $183.75 (4 people)
to $245.00 (3 people). We dare you to compare- the
competition CANNOT BEAT OUR PRICES! Sign up today
for the best deal in town!
Call Greenbriar Inc. at (419) 352-0717 or visit us online at
www.greenbriarrentals.com for a complete listing of all our available
apartments and houses and layouts of our most popular units.

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

-OX

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.
(419)352-0717
Check out our website www.greenbriarrenals.com
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YOUTH HOCKEY WEEKEND
All kids wearing Youth Hockey jerseys get in FREE
both nights! Advance group rates available for
additional guests...up to $3 savings per person!
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SOME U.S. TROOPS MAY LEAVE IRAQ SOON
WASHINGTON (AP) — Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld said yesterday he expects 20,000 troops
to return home from Iraq after next week's elections,
and he suggested that some of the remaining
forces could pull out next year. "If conditions
permit, we could go below that," he said.
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Patriot Act survives infighting
Anti-terrorism act
manages to avoid
filibuster, gets passed
By Jesse J. Holland
tHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — House and
Senate negotiators reached an
agreement yesterday to extend
the USA Patriot Act the government's premier anti-terrorism
law, before it expin u thi end
of the month, liui a Democratic
senatoi threatened a filibuster
in Mock the compromise.
"I will do everything I can,
including .i filibuster, in stop
ihis Patriot Act conference
report, which docs no) Irx lude
adequate safeguards to protect
out constitutional freedoms."

said Sen. Ilnss I'eingold. D-Wls.,
who was the only senator to
vole against the original version
of die Patriot Act
Senate Judiciary Chairman
Aden Specter. It-Pa., announced
that the negotiating committee
had reached an agreement that
would extend for four years two
ol the Patriot Act's most controversial provisions — audio
ri/.ing roving wiretaps and
permitting secret warrants lot
books, records and other items
from businesses, hospitals and
organizations such as libraries.
I hose provisions would expire
in four years unless Congress
acted on them again.
"All factors considered it's
reasonabl) good, not perfect,
but It's acceptable,'Spcclci said

3 Bedroom Apartments
• Furnished
<^
• 2 Full Baths
• FREE WIRELESS
INTERNET
• Laundry on site GKEENBRIAR,
Select Units Have:
•Air Conditioning
•Gas Log Fireplace
•Tile Floors

INC

Starting at

$750/month
* Utilities

Greenbriar, Inc.
(419) 352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com

of I he agreement.
Also to he extended for four
years are standards for monitoring "lone wolf" terrorists who
may be operating independent
of a foreign agent or power.
While not part of the Patriot Act
officials considered that along
with the Patriot Act provisions.

i he Republican-controlled

Mouse had been pushing for
those provisions to stay in ellect
as long as a decade, but negotiators decided to go with the GOPcontrollecl Senate's suggestion.
Most or the Patriot Act would
become permanent under the
reauthorization.
The While Mouse applauded

the agreement
"The Patriot Act is critical to
winning the war on terrorism,"
White I louse press secretary
Scott McClellan said. "The
president urges both houses
ol Congress to act promptly
10 pass (his critical piece of
legislation."
Democratic Leader Marry
Heid of Nevada intends to vote
against the measure as currently drafted, according to
an aide.
I'eingold and five other
senators from both parties
issued a statement that said,
"We believe this conference
report will not he able to get
through the Senate." They
said they wouldn't support it
in any form.
The other senators are
Keptiblicans I.arry Craig
of Idaho, lohn Suiuinu of
New Hampshire and Lisa
Murkowski of Alaska and
Democrats Dick Durbin of
Illinois and Ken Salazar of
Colorado.
I eingold issued a separate
statement threatening a filibuster, a stalling technique
designed to block the measure from coming to a final
cole.
It takes 60 senators to overcome a filibuster in the 100member Senate.
"I don't think there will be a
filibuster," Specter said.
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Five-year bill passes
narrowly, Democrats
question its potential
By Mary Dalrymple
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON — The House
voted yesterday to make sure
investors bang onto lowered tax
rates for capital gains and dividends for an extra two years.
Voting mostly along party
lines, the I louse narrowly passed
a $56 billion, five-year package
of tax cuts that retains reduced
tax rates on capital gains and
dividends in 2009 and 2010. The
vote was 234-197.
Republicans said their record
of tax cutting revitalized a sluggish economy, and the White
I louse praised the bill. "These
extensions are necessary to provide certainty for investors and
businesses and are essential to
sustaining long-term economic
growth," the president's budget
office said in a statement.
Democrats said tax cuts for
investment income, and much
of the OOP's economic agenda,
help Republican friends and
ignore average workers.
"Everybody loses under this
bill. Everybody, Uiat is, except the
top one-fifth of 1 percent." said
Rep. lohn Lewis, D-Ca. "Some
might call them the superrich.
Apparendy, die majority calls
them donors."
Thelaxbillincluclessomeitcms
popular with Ixitli Republicans
and Democrats. Most of those
provisions preserve tax breaks
dial would otherwise expire in a
few weeks, including deductions
for state and local sales taxes,
tuition and classroom supplies
purchased by teachers.
Businesses won extensions of
two major benefits, a tax credit
for research and development
and write-offs for small business
investment.
The tax cut package was
passed a day after the House
pushed through three other
tax bills by overwhelming
majorities. One offered businesses incentives to stay or
establish in hurricane-ravaged
Gulf Coast communities. A
second extended some small
tax breaks expiring at the end
of the year, including one that

tauran Victoria Burke AP PWo
TAXES DOWN, THUMBS UP: Rep. David Dreier, R-Calif., discusses the
Tax Relief Extension Act during a Capitol Hill news conference.

helps soldiers in combat claim
the earned income tax credit.
A third bill blunts the bite of
the alternative minimum tax.
which threatens to hit some 17
million individuals and families
with higher taxes next year.
It's unclear whether these
bills can be reconciled with
different versions passed in
the Senate in the short time
that lawmakers have the rest
of this year.
The Senate earlier struggled
to get enough support fora twoyear extension of capital gains
and dividends tax cuts. They
ultimately decided to drop the
effort for a short time to get
their tax agenda moving Senate
leaders vowed to make sure the
final version of the legislation

keeps the investment tax cuts
alive.
The 15 percent tax rate for
investment income is currently
scheduled to disappear at the
end of 2008. If the reduction
runs out, the top capital gains
tax rate would be 20 percent and
dividends would be taxed like
ordinary income at rates up to
35 percent.
The House rejected an alternative tax package drafted by
Democrats that would have
omitted the tax breaks for
investment income. It also
would have replaced S43 billion in government revenue
lost to tax cuts by raising taxes
on individuals earning more
than $500,000 and couples
earning more than SI million.
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Bullet Teeth
sink into
BG s local
music scene
After making a name
for themselves, local
band releases new CD
By Emily Rippe
RCP0RICR

The relationship between successful bands and the community is one of give and take.
And Corey Baum, Mark lanchar,
loel Midden. Mark Peterson
and Samantha Wandtkc — collectively known as Bullet Teeth
— have given their time, energy
and musical efforts to local communities for the past three years.
Midden did his best todescribe
their music.
"Our songs don't all sound similar enough to be able to put a tag
on our body of work as a whole."
Midden said. "We play soul."
The term "soul" may confuse
those who have never heard
Bullet Teeth's music.
After all, how could five white
kids create soul music?
Bullet Teeth are known to perform with a credible amount of
feeling and violence
In essence, they play with soul.
"Our original sound is gang
style vocals over dissonant guitars." lanchar said. "Since then
we have evolved into experimenting with more pop-sensible
sounds, but the odd thing is that
we were more popular when we
sucked."
People in specific areas of the
country have responded positively to Bullet Teeth's sound over
the years.
Area musician Jeff I Smith
respects them as a local band.
"They are better than most
bands from BG. and they seem
to pull off the type of music that
most people can identify with
here," said Smith. "Bullet Teeth's
sound is original, and there is a
lot of variety in their music too."
Portland, Ore., is another city
that has always seen promise in
Bullet Teeth.
The band's first release in June
2004 was recorded in an attic and
placed online where it caught the
attention of some graphic design
students in Portland who decided to start a record label.
The band was flown out west to
play two shows in Portland, one
in Olympia, Wash, and another
show in Seattle.
And after all that hard work,
they left with almost $23.
"While in Portland, we were
mugged by a gang of what
appeared to be crackheads,"
lanchar said. "I guess they felt
sorry for us because they gave us
a small amount of crack"
Bullet Teeth now look back
BULLET, PAGE 9
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BGSU students combine poetry Gamers get
heated over
with paint on Toledo's bus line
Xbox360

Artmotion
in

Reports exaggerate
overheating problems
with game console
By Dan Myers
ASSIStANT PULSE EDII0H

As soon as the Xbox 360 game
console was released in the
United States last month, the
media filled with reports of
widespread problems with the
system overheating and crashing — but those reports may
have been overblown.
According to a spokesperson
for Microsoft which manufactures the 360, there are a "very
small percentage" of complaints
from consumers, including Isolated reports of overheating.
The spokesperson said there
is no systematic issue with the
360. however,
Mali Paprocki, reviews editor
for videt i game fan Web site Digital
Press, slid he found errors popping up with his Xbox 360 unit.
'It just kept giving Intel errors
all over the place," he said.
Elaborating, Paprocki said the
360 would display a screen asking
to insert an Xbox 360 disc into
the unit, as if a DVD or oilier nongame media were inside the drive.
The game Need For Speed:
Most Wanted was the only game
in his collection that worked.
With oilier games like kamcu:
Elements of Power, Perfect Dark

Zero and Condemned displaying
the error screen,

Photo Provided

PIMP MY RIDE: A Toledo bus displays artwork and poetry chosen by University students. Two of the buses will stop at the School of Art
Saturday from 6 to 9 p.m.
By Amanda Hooper
REPORTER

Vibrant red swirles pour from a saxophone
that mingles with poetry, and as it rolls
away, a bus takes riders to the next stop.
Art created by four Bowling Green students now adorn those big TARTA buses
chugging through Toledo.
The Arts Commission of Greater Toledo
and theToledo Area RegionalTransportation
Authority collaborated to combine art and
poetry to feature on buses.
"We wanted to show the pride of the community," said lason Binder, transit planner
for TARTA.
Mary Dawson, a Toledo based designer,
helped bring this unique opportunity to the
University last year with inspiration from
University President Ribeau's initiative to
encourage students to enrich the community with arts.
"I le was inviting any one to reach out to
the community with their talents and their
gifts." Dawson said. "This was the perfect
answer to that question."
Ben Morales participated in the project

last year when the theme was bridges, and
his work will be featured again on Wo
buses that spotlight a jazz theme.
"I didn't really know how to approach
the project last year," he said. "This year I
approached it with a little more confidence.
Most importantly, I was trying to communicate the poem in a way that wasn't too
literal."
The bus wraps usually last up to three
years and cost around $8,000, according to
Binder at TARTA. The art was funded by a
grant from the Federal Government for the
Transit Enrichment llan.
The bus designs with their large, vibrant
images and short poems are an aberration
from the usual graphic arts project.
"These are 120 inches, when the biggest
we usually do is 11 by 7," said Brandy Obe,
another University artist. Her final bus
design has a black and white "urban vibe"
with a bright yellow saxophone demanding
the center of attention.
"My favorite design was one they didn't
pick," Obe said. "But this is how the business works. You put your heart and soul in

it and they tear it down."
Instructor Alexdrina Chong said the
department chose the "gem of the gems" to
work on this project, and they all worked
long hours since the beginning of the
semester to complete the designs.
"Over the summer I asked them to
research jazz and its language," she
said. "We read. We play [azz during
the process. We read with emotion. We
laughed about it. They even went to
Toledo to visit jazz clubs."
Morales and Obe worked with Chris
Burke and Matthew Plnkhausen on the
designs as an independent study class.
"It was fun, but stressful. There are a lot of
tight deadlines.'' Morales said. I had to put
my other classes on hold."
But he said the experience was invaluable because, "you can't find a school project like tin's anywhere."
Bowling Green will enjoy the bull of the
students' work up close this weekend [wo
of the buses will make a detour from their
usual route for a stop at the School of Arts
Extravaganza Saturday from li to 9 pun.

"We had to play something that
wasn't going to push the system,
like an Xbox Live Arcade game,"
Paprocki said.
Xbox live is Microsoft's online
gaining service, Among other
natures, ii sefls simple arcade
games for $5 to S10 that are significantly less taxing on the 360
hardware than a game purchased
at a retail store.
After playing Xbox live Arcade
games for about 20 minutes.
Paprocki said every 360 game
worked for the rest of the night.
In the days following die 360s
release. Internet message boards
lit up with reports of the console

overheating, flashlngoiangeerror
screens and locking up games.
Bui grumblings have subsided
in recent days.
An employee at the Wal-Mart
in Bowling Green said they have
received no complaints about die
360 hardware. The retailer sold its

it units within hours of opening

on the system's release Nov. 22.
Paprocki said he believes the
problems are exaggerated.
"The minute someone hears
that something doesn't sound
right, they start panicking and
then they post a message on a
board that says theirs is defective," he said, "and die whole siiu
ation just spirals downward."

Gassic tale makes music onstage
'Hansel and Gretel'
wrestles with good
and evil in Kobacker
By Jessica Zamampa
REF0RTER

In the wildest dreams of a child,
candy cottages and witches
become real.
Children are turned into
gingerbread cookies and good
always triumphs over evil.
It's not only in the dreams of
children that these fantasies
exist.
They existed for a short time
on the stage of Kobacker Hall for
an audience of mostly adults.
Last Sunday afternoon, the
Bowling Green Philharmonia.
the women's choir and a cast of
students and faculty from the

College of Musical Arts presented the classic children's opera
"Hansel and Gretel," written by
Engelbert ilumperdinck.
It was the first time the opera
had been performed at the
University since 1976, according
to Christopher Scholl, associate
professor of voice.
But it wasn't your typical
opera.
"Not every opera is done with
an orchestra," said Monica
Merrin, a graduate student in
the College of Musical Arts, who
played Gretel. "The orchestra
had most of the stage."
The 96-piece orchestra was
featured on the stage itself
instead of in the orchestral pit.
The covered orchestra pit gave
the cast room for scenes.
The story itself, however, is

typical of a fairy tale.
It's a tale of good triumphing
over evil and everything turning
out well in the end.
"Many facets of the arts came
together to make this production," Scholl said.
The scenery backdrops were
drawn by a faculty member
in the art department, Merrin
said.
The drawings, which were
projected onto screens in the
background, were also featured
in the lobby for guests to look at
before and after the show.
One of the challenges of this
opera, as compared to others,
was the orchestra.
"The music, which was written by Humperdinck, was challenging to learn at first," said
Elizabeth Hanson, a graduate

student in the College of Musical
Arts who played Hansel.
The cast performed the opera
for children at local schools,
but used a piano instead of the
orchestra to provide music.
"It's different when you perform it with an orchestra."
Hanson said. "You have to know
certain vocal entrances and listen for different things."
The children enjoyed the
performances at their schools
according to Merrin and Scholl.
"I'm getting hand-written
thank you notes," Scholl said.
"One said, 'We loved the witch.'
It's absolutely amazing."
Playing characters that were
children was another challenge
Hanson faced,

Pholo Provided
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CHILD'S PLAY: Cast members of Hansel and Gretel' gather with the
conductor, Jane Schoonmaker Rodgers (second to left) after the show.
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This week, the Pulse checks the
vitals of Aryssa Brown — animal lover, early childhood educator, cowgul, honor student
and alleged lunatic
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ALYSSA H. BROWN
JUNIOR

Name: Aryssa H. Brown
Nickname: I \ s
Birthday: Feb. 18,1985

'Hope Freaks"

"No Mil Wonders"

rr

#%

Anthrax have been together as a
band for over 20 years.
To commemorate this annhci
sary, the band released this DVD
of 13 music videos entitled "No
Hit Wonders."
It documents the music
they played from 1985 to 1991.
Anyone who has followed
Anthrax, though, knows that the
title could not Ix1 further from
the truth.
This DVD is peppered with
some amazing videos and live
performance, including their
most famous video, "Bring The
Noise," which was a collahor.ilinn between them and Ihiblic

Bullet Teeth's newest album,
Mope Freaks, is a good effort
from these Bowling Green
natives.
The album is flawed, but it
comes together as a positive
release for the band.
The music seems to he Influenced by the alternative and
independent seines of the
lasi decade most prominently,
although they definitely don't
let themselves gel stuck in one
genre.
The album doesn't begin
with a bang. In fail, il lakes
a little while for the album lo
gain the speed necessary to

Enemy

captivate the listener,

The live footage thai is peppered between the videos gives
the viewer a chance to see a
more natural vision of the band
that never really came out in

In fad, nearly the first half of
the album feels forced and a bit
unnatural.
The songs have a sense of
urgency but without the motivation lhat goes along with it, leaving the songs to fall flat.
Il feds like iliis has more lo do
with the production, rather than
the songs themselves, though
because they are very interesting and well written.
Once the album picks up the
energy and drive it needs though,
il is a smooth and engrossing
album lo listen to.
Even the slower songs do well
to keep up Ihe record's pace.
Notable tracks include Dace
Memory, a slow songs that showcases the female vocals, and Safe,
the closes) thing to a straightahead rock song.
The vocals on the album are
shared between a male and

their videos.
It's obvious while watching
thisDV'Dthebandreallyenjoyed
ibis lime In their careers.
At jusl over an hour, the DVD
is incredibly short.
It is actually a little disappointing seeing it end so quickly
and the feeling is compounded
when you lake Into account howsparse the special features are
on lire DVD.
All five members of Anthrax
come together to talk about this
lime in their lives while the videos ind live footage play.
On most DVDs, the commentary is jusr an audio track over
i lie video.
Anthrax took it a step further
by taping themselves watching
the videos, so you get lo watch
the videos in the background
while you watch them sil around
and talk about ihem.
Il is si ill only the hand talking
about the videos, so it tends to
dragal limes.
There are still a lot of Interesting insights from the band
throughout.
If you are a big fan of Anthrax
this is definitely something
worlh picking up. and at under
20 dollars, this DVD is a good
choice for someone looking to
gel more interested in Anthrax.

female singer.
Their voices are different
enough to warrant having both
singers, and they both bring
something different to the table.
The guitar playing is Interesting and skilled, but it seems like
the bass and drums an' only used
to keep the beat
This hurts the CD because it
songs start to sound too similar.
Bullet Teeth show a lot of promise with I lope Freaks, though.
The album shows a creative
drive that will hopefully translate into slaving power tor llieni
as a band.

—Cony Close

—Corey Close

holographs"

"Flex Time"

4%

A

If you enjoy listening lo songs
about breakups, dying and
hurling, then the newest album
Photographs from MEST should

Rarely do I find a CD where I'm
blown away by what I hear, but
this is the case with The Dials
debut album ilex Tune.
Flex Time is a compilation of
hard beats, video-game sounds,
keyboards and unusual vocals
from the female-fronted group.
Breaking down the album song
by song is tricky because there is
a common theme of inventive
melodies mixed with vocals from
Ihe three females out of Ihe fourmember band. It's a trip back to
almost every decade of music
starting with the '60s.
The Dials would've fit right into
die culture of yesteryear with the
tracks off this album.
The major selling point of flex
lime is how bizarre i( sounds
from anything being played on
the radio or 'IV It's unique and
a welcomed change from ihe
cookie-cutter, fabricated environment thai is ihe medium of
music today
I low many oil iei bands have
songs perfect for "Zelda" or "Final
Fantasy" from the old Nintendo
days in this day and age?
Many of the tracks off of The
Dials' debut album are less than
two-and-a-half minutes long.
The lack of length of the songs
works in their favor because
it's easy to have a short attention span and skip lo the record
because the environment of The
Dials' music is inviting but only
for a short stay.
Going through Flex Time with
a fine-toothed comb would
reveal the album to have some
misdirection, but the changes
can he expected.
There is no surprise to the
CD. When the first song, "Dead
Beat" is played, then that's how
the entire album is going to be.
If Flex Time was longer than
43 minutes, then I say, "next
please."
This isn't a CD I'd listen lo
repeatedly but for this review il
was just what I needed due lo
ihe semester ending: a release
from the term papers to a whole
other world.
Bollom line: it's an ingenious
album, but il lacks spontaneity.

be in your rotation of CDs,
There's no way lo sugarroal the
fact that this album is not for
Ihe happy, peaceful world of pop
music lovers,
Instead, MI'S Is music takes
lire genre of realistic, alternative
music and strives lo define tlieinselves as a band, even though
they sound like many of today's
popular ads like Yellowcard, My
Chemical Romance and A New
Found Glory
Many of ihe [racks on
Photographs sound like Ihey
were written either in a psych
ward or in a jail cell due lo repeated mentioning of dying, saying
goodbye and losing at life.
A portion of ihe song, "Can't
Take ITiis" reiterates this idea
with the lyrics "No one believes
in me/no one sees what I see/
should I jusl erase diis all from
my memory?"
The bright spot for MEST is
thai ihey are gifted musically.
Ihey play their instruments with
passion and on "ibnight Will last
Forever," depressing lyrics finally
give way lo ihe band rocking out
for a solid iwo minutes lo be one
of the besl songs off the album.
The two minutes of just the
Instruments is a moment when
you can close your eyes and
pump your fists.
I lowcvci. ihe final song off of
"Photographs," called "List Kiss,"
turned me off and only helped in
judging lite CD.
Tlie song is great until a few
specific lines in the track that go
"Stare a) von as vou slit my wrists
and as we share our last kiss/hold
mi'as we die.'
Maybe it's overanaly/ing the
lyrics bin talking about slitting
wrists is where I draw the line of
what should be in a song.
There's always the chance
of a misguided individual taking songs ol lhat nature in die
wrong way.
Bottom line: It's great music
but the CD lias questionable
content.
—Iiislin Aim

—Justin Zelm
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Sign: Aquarius
Hometown: West Chester, near
Cincinnati
Malor: Eariv Childhood
Education
Favorite Movie: "The In-Laws"
with Michael Douglas
Favorite Cereal: Frosted
Hakes
Plans lor the holidays: Going
home, riding my horse and
decorating the house.

What is the Friends of the
Humane Society and how'd
you become president? It's an
>rgani/ation thai helps The
Humane Society with events.
actually helped start it again
ind it's my third year since it
came back with 35 members.
Plans for the future? Go back
o Cincinnati or wherever 1 can
Ind a job and ride my horse. I
ilways loved horses and took
essons from seventh grade up
until senior year of high school.
Last concert: Rascal Flans at
iUverbend in Cincinnati.
Favorite BG bar: Junction

Why do you want to become a
teacher? 1 just want to make
a difference in children's lives
and plus it'd be fun.
Last CD you purchased: Hot
Apple Pie, I love country
Favorite Food: Obsession with
ice cream — 1 love "Plush Food"
by Ben & Jerry's.
Reality TV or sitcoms: Reality
IV because 1 love "Extreme
Home Makeover."
Golden Key International
Honor Society? It's for upperclassmen. It's a nationwide
honors society and it's just like
any other organization. I was
Initiated this year.

Why BGSU?Mv older sister
came here and I went on 10
college visits but I was comortable here and liked the
atmosphere, it wasn't ghetto.
Favorite board game: (itch
Phrase
Words of wisdom: Keep an
•pen mind.
Something interesting: My
roommates tliink I'm crazy
because 1 can't sit still I always
lave to be doing something
nteractive. 1 have a horse and
un in love with country music.
love animals and am in Big
toothers Big Sisters with a
HDtherinBG.

Cast of classic play
enjoy experiences
PLAY, FROM PAGE 7

"I had to think the opposite
of how I do in the daytime,"
Hanson said. "When 4:30
came around and it was time
for rehearsal, I had to go into
Hansel mode."
In order to get into "Hansel
mode," Hanson tried toact like
boys she knew and really let
loose in the character.
Merrin, on the other hand,
didn't have quite the same
difficulties.
"1 enjoyed being a little
girl." Merrin said. "Elizabeth
and I have good chemistry
between us and it was fun
finding new nuances of being
a child together."
Rehearsing for the big performance wasn't all fun and
games, however.

Faculty members who were
involved brought a different
atmosphere.
"Working with the faculty was a great experience,"
Merrin said. "Faculty is not in
things like this all the time."
For Hanson, it was an experience to learn from.
"It was encouraging to see
voice faculty learning along
with you," Hanson said. "You
learn from watching them
and il gives you a sense of
confidence."
Despite some of the challenges of performing an opera
with such a large orchestra, it
was a positive experience for
both Flanson and Merrin.
"This is one thing I
love doing," Hanson said.
"The final result was well
received."

LISTINGS AVAILABLE
FOR 2006-2007
SCHOOL YEAR
Large Selection of Houses and
Apartments with Great Locations.
We have Efficiencies
1 Bedrooms, 2 Bedrooms.
3 Bedrooms, Duplexes & Houses
Pickup a list of available houses and
apartments at the rental office.
(across from Taco Bell)
« Listings available for Spring Semester 2006
Everything is reasonably priced and
we are even open on Saturday.
Hours:
M-F 8:30- 5:30
Sat 8:30- 4:30

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, OH

Rental Office: (419) 354-2260
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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'Match Poinf
Woody's best

A PRIEST
By M*e Robinson
IEPOITEI

Priests facilitate religious ceremonies for their parish community, but most of their duties lie in
planning, organizing events and
assisung parishioners.
"I don't think there is a 'typical
day", when working in ministry,"
said Rev. Melvin Verhoff, who
serves as chaplain of St. Thomas
More Parish on Thurstin Street
"There is some consistency, but
every day is differentRev, wjriioff has been working
at St. Thomas More for about one
year, and enjoys talking to students and residents about spiritual issues.
He starts each day at 7 a.m.,
prays and looks ahead at the
challenges he will face. Much
of his day is devoted to meetings about the state of the parish, and responding to phone
calls and e-mails from students.
Communicating with students
about their daily lives is something that is very important to
Rev. Verhoff.
"I've always wanted to do work
connected with the University,"
said Rev. Verhoff, of his choice to
work in Bowling Green. "I asked
to work here and they thought I
could, which was exciting."
Rev. Verhoff previously served
as a pastor of two parishes for
seven years, and worked as the
Diocesan director of youth for
the Toledo Diocese. Now, he has
many of the same responsibilities as he did before, but in a
university setting.
The parishioners of St. Thomas
More Parish, who are mainly
University students, stop by Rev.
Verhoffs office to talk about a
problem or to say hello. Rev.
Verhoff says that St. Thomas

By lohn Krizel
U WIRE

Mike Robinson BGNews

ANOTHER DAY ON THE JOB Father Melvin Verhoff stands at an altar and says Mass In his church, St.
Thomas Mote Parish.

"After my godfather told me that, ences out there," said Rev. Verhoff.
More is a place for everyone, and
that everyone will feel welcome. I thought about it and went to "Working with these people helped
Giving spiritual guidance to the seminary," Rev. Verhoff said. "I me to realize how blessed I am. I
students and other members of didn't decide for sure until about asked myself, T low do I use these
his church takes up a major por- two years before I was supposed blessings to help others in need?"
tion of Fr. Verhoff's day.
Rev. Verhoff focuses on the
to be ordained."
Before becoming a priest, Rev. issues of spirituality and counselWhile in eighth grade, Rev.
Verhoff's
godfather
sug- Verhoff served as a missionary in ing. His goal is to guide people
gested to him that he should Zimbabwe for a few weeks, and through their spiritual lives.
be a priest. F.ver since that worked with runaway teenagers in
Although every day brings new
challenges, Rev. Verhoff remains
moment, the thought of priest- New York City.
"It made me realize that there excited about working in the
hood has been in the back of
are a variety of different experi- Bowling Green community.
Rev. Verhoff's mind.

WASHINGTON—Many observers in the movie industry were
taken aback on learning that
die new film by the quintessential New York filmmaker. Woody
Allen, was made in Kngland
with a nearly all-British cast and
crew. It is perhaps even odder
that the film is a serious drama
with hardly any jokes. Yet, such
is the case with "Match Point"
a film that has earned Allen his
best reviews in years.
The film stars Jonathan
Rhys-Meyers ("Bend It Like
Beckham") as Chris, a tennis-pro-turned-instructor at a
swanky London country club.
He becomes friends with Tom
(Matthew Goodc, "Chasing
Liberty"), a rich club member,
and his sister Chloe (Emily
Mortimer, "Lover)' & Amazing"),
whom Chris eventually marries.
However, he is thunderstruck
by Tom's American fiancee Nola
(Scarlett Johansson). From this
humble beginning Allen fashions a deep, existential story
that ranks alongside "Crimes
and Misdemeanors" and "The
Purple Rose of Cairo" as the best
dramas he has ever made.
In an interview with The
Hatchet, Rhys-Meyers commented on the contradictions between the cinematic
image of Allen as the neurotic Jewish intellectual and
his actual personality.

"Woody's just a simple,
undemanding character.'1 he
said. "1 le's a humanist al heart,
whether he'd admit it or not."
The themes of "Match
Point" are hardly grounded in
humanism — the film is cynical and unexpectedly brutal at
times. When asked ii he urnsurprised by these aspects cil
the script, Rhys Mc\ ei s said, "I
thought it was very (rue to life
... Woody doesn't understand
the dramatic impart that he
has on people, and the dm
made films that he has made
were excellent.''
Mortimer also commended
Allen's dramatic gifts in an
interview
"Woody is someone that
always has a twinkle in his
eye," she said. "I le is certainly
aware of the humor In life but
also the tragic absurdity of
life when someone's life goes
horribly wrong."
She also agreed widi RhysMeyers' assessment of Allen's

personality and its discrepancy
Bom his on-screen persona.
"He was very relaxed and
calm, although he was fastidious about makeup and costumes," she said. "He created
a very democratic atmosphere
where everyone was on a level
playing field."'
"Match Point" received rave
reviews when il plaved — out of
competition — at the Cannes
Film Festival in May.

HOUSES AVAILABLE
ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES

Band raises money for a good cause
BULLET, FROM PAGE 7

fondly on their Portland adventures, claiming the experience as
was one of the best things that
ever happened to them.
lanchar plans to move to
Portland in lanuary just after he
graduates from the University,
but the band does not fear this
as a threat.
"We're remaining a band,"
Midden said. "We've still got
quite a bit of steam left in us,
and we've been throwing around
a lot of ideas including writing
some rhythm-oriented experimental pieces with very minimal
melody and lots of crunching
and hissing."
For the next few months,
Bullet Teeth will continue
to play live shows in Bowling
Green, Toledo and Cleveland,
but their traveling is limited
because funds are scarce.
However, success isn't always
measured by money.
"We're part of a community of
people that love us as people and

love our music," lanchar said.
"That's successful to us."
The band was also successful
in recording their 2005 album,
"Hope Freaks" in a studio
"Hope Freaks" will be distributed in record stores throughout
Ohio and Oregon.
It will be available at their
CD release party on Dec. 15 at
I towards Club H.
The release party is also a benefit show for the Humane Society.
Organizer Gary Setzer has high
expectations for the concert.
"1 am excited that Bullet Teeth
is headlining the show," Setzer
said. "Mark lanchar contacted me about playing the show
out of interest for supporting
the cause."
Bullet Teeth are giving away
50 copies of their new album
and the others will be sold for
$5 a piece.
"I'm certain the CD release
and giveaway will increase
the number of people in the
door," Setzer said. "Bullet Teeth
draw a big crowd anyway, and

714 Eighth Street, ffA - 2 BR duplex. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $680.00. Lease Aug. 17. 2006 to Aug.
4, 2007.
710 Elm Street - 3 BR. Limit 3 people. Limit 3
cars. $740.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$740.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007.
232 Lehman - 3 BR duplex. Limit 3 people. Limit
3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, deposit
$620.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007.
140 1/2 Manville - 2 BR above garage. Limit 2
people. Limit 2 cars. $560.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $560.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug.
4. 2007.
517 N. Summit - 3 BR with garage. Limit 3
people. Limit 3 cars. $800.00 per month plus
utilities, deposit $800.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to
Aug. 4, 2007
We have many other apartments available. Stop in
the Rental Office for a complete brochure.

Photo Provided

HAVING A GOOD TIME: L to R: Mark Peterson, Samantha Wandke, Corey
Baum, Mark Janchak and Joel Midden laugh it up together.

this will certainly help out the whether it's by giving away free
Humane Society."
music by choice, $23 on acciIt is apparent that BuUet Teeth dent or their show's proceeds to
likes to give back to the com- a worthy cause.
munity that has embraced them,
"We love cats," lanchar said.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30, Saturday 8:30 to 5:00

Renrnue rot fAU 2006
3 BEDROOMS • 3 PEOPLE

$250/M0.

Per
Person

AMENITIES INCLUDE:
Fully Furnished
Dishwasher/Microwave
Air Conditioned
Gas Log Fireplaces
Lots of Parking
On Site Laundry
FREE WIRELESS!
Hours:
Mi>n I i. ''.tin 5pm
Saturday 9am 1pm
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GREENBRIAR, INC.
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Student in skating
competition on ABC

December 9,
2005

Alissa Czisny, a sophomore
at the University, will appear in
the Marshalls U.S. Figure Skating
Challenge This event will be
broadcast Sunday at I p.m. on
ABC. Viewers can call a 1-900
number to vote for their favorite
performance. If Czisny receives
enough call-in votes, she will
appear in a second exhibition.

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

TRACK

Falcons try
to reach
elite level in
the MAC

GOOD TO BE KING
Rising above the rigors

Cincinnati bolsters
a weak bullpen at
the winter meetings

of poverty, LeBron
must now face a new
challenge: Fatherhood

Settle and Roflow
lead women's track
team this season

Reds send
Casey to
Pittsburgh
for Williams
DALLAS (AP) — The
Cincinnati Reds finalized
their trade yesterday to send
first baseman Sean Casey
and cash to the Pittsburgh
Pirates for left-hander Dave
Williams.
"Sean Casey has been an
asset to this organization the
last eight years, but if we're
going
to
improve
and have
a chance

ByAdamMiezin
RiPomcR

With the change of seasons
comes big changes in the
collegiate sports world.
The newest sport to open
its season will be the women's track team. They open
up
their

in
our
division,
it's going
to be about
pitching,"
Reds gen-

KIM SETTLE
JUNIOR

By Tom Withers
IHC tSSOCItttD PRESS

according to Coach Scott
Sehmann.
"Our goals this year are
to be more competitive and
try to get on the level of the
elite teams in the MAC,"
Sehmann said. "The team
we have this year is as deep
as it has been in some time
and I believe with this stronger team, we will try to meet
higher expectations."
Some of the runners to
watch this season are Angela
Raizis, senior, lessica White
and Kim Settle, both juniors,
and lamie Roflow and
Stephanie Hillman, sophomores.
"The team is much
improved and I think everyone expects more out of
us," Sehmann said. "Things
didn't roll like they should
have last season, which
makes everyone more anxious to do well this season."
The team is stocked with
freshmen looking to make
an impact on the collegiate
level, including Shantell
Lewis (sprints), Cherrelle
Montgomery (sprints) and
Colleen Moran (distance).
Citing internal and external factors as the reasons
why the team was a let down,
Sehmann believes they have
the nucleus to succeed.
The team didn't make
the trip to Findlay for the
Holiday Invite tournament
on Dec. 3 for undisclosed
reasons and now will have
to wait another month to hit
the track.
Throwing is another part
of the track and field events
and leading the Falcons
this season will be Takara
Dunning, a freshman.
There may be four months
in between the start of the
season and the MAC championships, but this team will
be tested week-in and weekout.
TRACK, PAGE 11

CLEVELAND — For an instant,
IeBron lames again sees life
through the frightened eyes of a
fatherless 8-year-old boy.
Sitting in the basement conference room of Antioch Baptist Church,
James has just finished handing out
Thanksgiving groceries to families as
needy as his own once was.
A few weeks shy of his 21st
birthday, the Cavaliers' superstar
is allowing a rare glimpse into
his well-guarded privacy during
an exclusive interview with The
Associated Press, lie's upbeat while
openly discussing fatherhood, wanting to win an NBA championship
in Cleveland, his upcoming contract extension, personal goals and
dreams — but then a question
about his past seems to awaken
painful memories
Leaning back in his chair, a
flashback momentarily walks
lames back in time.
An only child — and not yet
a basketball prodigy — lames is
being raised in Akron by a strong
single mother who has nurtured
her son with love but little else. She
preaches to him to be fiercely independent respectful and kind. She
tells him to fear no one.
Most importantly, Gloria lames
teaches young LeBron how to be a
man.
Money is tight so the pair move frequently, fleeing tough neighborhoods around the
Rubber City where he is exposed to the harsh
realities of America's urban decay.
On a chilly November day years later, he
remembers it all. '
"I've seen a kit of sniff that kids my age just
don't see," James says, hinting at a darkness
he would prefer stay hidden. "That's where
the knowledge comes from. I don't want to
go back to what I've seen when I was 7, 8.9
years old.''
Asked for an example, lames pauses and
shifts in his seat. Staring at the floor, he's
unsure how to respond.
Things on the street?
" Everything," he says. "Everything that's not
right. I think that's where 1 got my knowl-

From poor prodigy to superstar
It has happened in the blink of an eye,

"I hear my friends and my
mom tell me I'm special, but
honestly, I still don't get it. I
just want to be levelheaded
about things. I think about
the times I had before and I
don't want to go back
to those times."
LEBRON JAMES, CLEVELAND CAVALIERS

much faster than anyone thought possible.
In two NBA seasons, lames has blossomed
into one of the league's premier players —
and perhaps its signature star, last season, he
became the fifth player to average 27 points,
seven rebounds and seven assists for a season, adding his name to the hoops pantheon
of Robertson, Havlicek, Bird and Jordan.

DAVE

On a rebuilt and
improving Cleveland
team, his game has matured.
Through this season's first 17
games, he averaged a career
high 28.9 points, 5.8 rebounds
and 4.9 assists.
"The difference now is that he
keeps his teammates involved,"
Boston coach Doc Rivers said after
James dropped 36 on the Celtics.
"He scored 36 in the flow. The guy's
in the third year of his career. To
understand the game the way he
does, he should coach."
As he approaches his Dec 30
birthday — a date he shares with
Tiger Woods — James seems to
have exceeded all the impossible
expectations that accompanied
his leap from high school:
Nothing fits him any longer.
Not the gloomy predictions,
not the endless skepticism,
not any of the labels slapped
on him.
He is better than advertised From day one, James
has gone beyond boundaries.
"You pay for a ticket to
see LeBron perform and it's
Uke getting a present," says
Minnesota's Kevin Gamett.
James has handled his rise to
iconic superstardom with grace
and a rare ease for someone so
young, rich and talented. As the
whirlpool of his A-list celebrity
life swirls around him, James manages the
pressure. He's always in complete control.
"To this day, I don't fed it" he says, asked to
recall when he knew greatness Was destined 'I
hear my friends and my mom tell me I'm special but honcstH, I still don't get it. I just want to
be levelheaded about things. I think about the
times I had before and I don't want to go back
to those times."
Under fame's blinding spotlight lames has
matured from teenage talent to proven professional, from playful kid to doting parent from
Nike salesman to corporate heavyweight
At an age when most people rus age are handling adulthood* responsibilities for the first
time, lames has embraced them with a wisdom
beyond his years.
"I don't know where 1 got it" he says. "I don't
read books much. I don't read newspapers that
much. It's everything that I went through in

eral manWILLIAMS
ager Dan
O'Brien said.
Casey is a three-time AllStar and career .305 hitter
who was among the most
popular players on the Reds.
He batted .312 last year with
nine homers and 58 RBIs. A
year earlier, he matched his
career high of 99 RBIs and
hit 24 homers, one shy of his
best.
The 31-year-old Casey was
acquired by Cincinnati from
Cleveland in March 1998 and
has spent his entire major
league career with the Reds
except for six games with the
Indians in 1997.
He is owed $8.5 million in
the final year of his contract
next season, and the Reds
will send the Pirates about
$1 million to help cover
Casey's salary.
"We've been looking for a
first baseman, and it seemed
to be a good fit," Pirates generalmanager David l.ittlefield
said. "He's been a productive
player, and he will fit in well
with our lineup."
The deal had been tentatively agreed to Tuesday,
subject to physicals.
Having grown up in suburban Pittsburgh, Casey hit the
first home run at PNC Park
duringan 8-2 Cincinnati win
in April 2001. He went 4-for-4
with a two-run homer, tworun double and five RBIs in
that game. He has 10 homers and 52 RBIs in 99 career
games against Pittsburgh.
"He's a local guy. There's
a nice twist to that, too,"
Littlefield said. "He's a strong
leader and a high character
guy, and will be a good fit
in our clubhouse with [manager! Jim Tracy."
Casey's season ended
because of a concussion that
occurred in a Sept. 16 game
in PNC Park. As third baseman Edwin Encarnacion's
throw pulled Casey off the
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Ex-teammates face off as opposing coaches
By Kevin Shields
Rf.POHtf.il

In his four years playing for the
Falcons, George Roll (1981-85)
was a part of some of BG's best
teams and played with some of
its' best players.
He was a part of three Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
championship teams and helped
the Falcons win their only national championship in 1984 as he
played alongside players such as
Dave Ellen, Garry Galley, Brian

Hills, George McPhee and Jamie
Wansbrough.
It was in his final season with
BG when Roll became good
friends freshman defenseman
Scott Paluch.
little did he know the two of
them would go down similar
paths and eventually become
successful hockey coaches battling for the right to coach-their
alma mater in 2002. Palui h won
the position in the end, but Roll
wouldn't get shutout of a job as he

found a home as coach
ond game against two
at Clarkson University.
of the Eastern College
Tonight, Roll will
Athletic Conference's
return to BG as he leads
top teams. Face-offs are
his 18th ranked Clarkson
set for 705 pm.
Golden Knights (9-4-1,5"It's a great way to fin2-1) into the Ice Arena for
ish up the first half of the
a non-league clash with
schedule," Paluch said.
Paluch and his Falcons.
"We won't play another
The Falcons (4-10-1, 4league for a month and
PALUCH
8-1) will conclude the
now we have a series of
weekend tomorrow night as they terrific non-conference games
host the 12th ranked St. Lawrence starting this weekend."
Saints (11-5-0, 6-2-0) in the secBG comes into this weekend

scon

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW3GNEWS.C0M7SPORTS

fresh off one of their best performances of the year in a 4-2
win over Michigan State that saw
them play a complete game from
start to finish. All four lines were
able to produce points and create
scoring chances as the Falcons
used a good fore-check to win
a lot of the I mi 1 battles along
the boards as they brat M si I to
loose pucks.
"Coming out with the 1-on-l
b.uilcs was huge." BG forward
James Unger said after the game.

"Last night we had a couple of
bad turnovers in the neutral zone
we tried to eliminate and win
those 1-on-l battles in the offensive and defensive zones."
With the elimination of the mistakes, goaltender Jimmy Spratt,
freshman, was able to be on top
of his game as he made 22 stops
on 24 shots for top star honors
on the night. It was the second of
two good performances for BG in

■
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James copes with fame, responsibility Dunn moves to first
LEBROM, FROM PAGE 10
my itly bitty life, my little bitty 20
years of life, I've been through so
much."

Handing out autographs
An hour before tipoff against the
Timberwolves, kids wearing No.
23 jerseys in a rainbow of colors
stream into Quicken Loans Arena
Across the street, a larger-than-life
billboard of James with the message — WE ARE All WITNESSES
— towers over downtown.
Once inside, Cavs fans of ever)'
age jockey for position in an area
designated foi autographs.
Clutching scraps of paper,
magazines, almost anything with
lames' likeness on it, the youngsters holler for attention. So close
to game time, they settle for a wave
as James glides by.
One boy, though, gets special
attention.
Duringwarmups, 14-month-old
LeBron James Jr. is gently handed
to his daddy, who cradles the child
and kisses his forehead. James and
his girlfriend, Savannah, are raising the baby together.
Being a father has enlightened
him like nothing before.
"It's great," he says. "Sometimes
in the past when I played something might make me lose focus,
or I would go home after a game
where I thought I could have
played better and 1 would let it
hang over my head for a long time

when it shouldn't.
"But now, being a parent, I go
home and see my son and I forget
about any mistake I ever made or
the reason I'm upset. I get home
and my son is smiling or he comes
running to me. It lias just made me
grow as an individual and grow as
a man."
James' father wasn't involved
in his upbringing. James has
had male role models such as
Frank Walker, an Akron man
who first put a basketball in his
hands, and Eddie lackson, once
his mom's boyfriend who has
remained close.
There have been others. But
Gloria James, who had LeBron
when she was 16, remains the light
of his life.
"My role model and inspiration
has always been my mom and
continues to be to this day," he
says. "1 want to be the best 'lather
I can to my son and teach him
everything my mom taught me.
"Now that I have a son, I have
no idea how she did it by herself
because I couldn't do it by myself,"
he says. "She taught me through
all the trials and tribulations. She's
In far my greatest influence.
"She gets all the credit, I don't
know how, but she did it."

Running own business
The move was unexpected,
like one of the eye-popping
spins he makes in the foul lane,
but lames says he knew exactly
what he was doing.

Not long after the Cavs failed
to make the playoffs last season. James fired his agent. Aaron
Goodwin, and turned over his personal and business management
to three friends. Maverick Carter,
Randy Minis and Rich Paul. With
James as their CEO, they formed
Four Horsemen Management
The decision to drop Goodwin
was seen in some circles as a sign
of trouble. To James, it was essential to his growth.
"I realized that it was time for
me to become a man," he says. "I
wanted to be like I've always been,
the head of everything that I've
done. When you're young and the
leader of a basketball team, you
don't realize someday you're going
to lie the head of a corporation or
the head of your own business."
LeBron lames Inc. is booming.
Since the summer, lames has contributed more than $200,000 worth
Of relict supplies to Hurricane
Katrina victims across the Gulf
Coast. He and his team are exploring new endorsement deals, trying
to build a sponsorship portfolio
rivaling any athlete's
"In the next 15 or 20 years. 1
hope I'll be the richest man in the
world," lames says. "That's one of
my goals. I want to be a billionaire.
I want to get to a position where
generation on generation don't
have to worry about nothing 1
don't want family members from
my kids to my son's kids to never
have to worry. And 1 ain't do that
now just playing basketball"

James has an upcoming business decision that will shape
his career and legacy, and the
Cavaliers' future. Next summer,
the club will haw its first opportunity to offer James a maximum
contract extension.
"Plat's just lxingreal. I'm a business man, the Cavs an- naming a
business, too. lor my teammates
and lor the city of Cleveland, I
won't make promises because 1
don't know what might happen
the rest of this season."

Life as a role model
Although his duties now include
team leader, father and entrepreneur, lames also underM.iiuk his
obligation as role model to a MM
generation. It's not something he
takes lightly.
"Once yon become a professional athlete or once you do anything well, then you're automatically a role model So. I didn't s,i\
I'm not going to lie a role model
[haft ridiculous, I have no problem being a role model. I love It
I have kids Itxiking up to me and
hopefully I inspire these lids IIHIU
gtKxl things
"The younger guys who come
into this league, hopefully I inspire
mem to do the right thing IVe
told younger guys already, even
though I'm young, I give them dps
mi whai they can do better on
and off the conn because it's very
Important Kids are our future."
From where lies been, James
would klKAV.

after trade of Casey

REOS. FROM PAGE 10
hag at first. Ilumberto Cota'S
left elbow accidentally struck
Casey in the face t asey lav
motionless for about 10 minutes before being taken oil the

liekion astretchet
Williams was 1(1-11 with
a 4.41 ERA in 2."> starts this
yeai In bis first full season in
the rotation, after IMI being
assured his spot until the final

week of spring training.
He was drafted by the Pirates
in 1998 and hasa 17-26 record
and 4.41 ERA in lour major
league seasons, missing more

Each runner brings
something different

net as Jon Horrell made 36 saves
on 39 shots despite a 3-0 setback
the night before.
"It was a real good weekend
in net," Paluch said. "Jonnie was
solid in goal on Friday in the loss,
but gave us an opportunity and
Jimmy was very good."
At times this season, it seemed
as though the Falcons were a little too comfortable with having
their top line of Mike Falk. Alex
Foster and Jonathan Matsumoto
do most of the scoring. But on
Saturday, the line only accounted
for one point as the second line
stepped up and gave the Falcons

some good balance which has
been a problem this season.
"We haven't had a lot of true
succession in numbers to our
lines," Paluch said. "We've
been trying to get consistency
throughout our lineup and I
think it's a key for us now to get
more guys involved more consistently every night."
Offensive consistency has been
the strong suite of both Clarkson
and St. Lawrence this season. The
Golden Knights have a 3.79 goals
per game average while the Saints
average 3.8 goals per game, ranking both of them in the top 10
nationally.
"They're similar in the fact

*

2 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, 2 People

*29S.OO/mo.
• Fully Furnished
• Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
«24 Hour Maintenance
• On Site Laundry
•NEXTTO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

that they're both extremely gotxl
offensive teams," Paluch said.
They both have very creative
forwards, they move well, they
make plays and they're both very
dangerous teams. They're oil to
terrific starts because of how well
they're playing and how much
skill they have."
Though there is going to be a
lot of emotion that conies along
with reluming to RG again, Roll
knows the game is the priority
and that his team better be ready
to play.
"I think it is secondary to the
game, obviously," Roll said of
returning. "Scotty and 1 are very
good friends and have been for a

and everyone will play a big
inli' Ingh ingusourbest team
in awhile."
The team includes 15 freshmen, eight sophomores, II
juniors and six seniors.
I lie seniors leading this
years team are Itai/is. Kristi
Vlnce, Uyson Lee, Emily
lackson, Caroline Kipchaha,
and Leslie! aiden.

TRACK, FROM PAGE 10
They
have
15
events
between those milestones
and each event will be used
to tune the team into perfect

lol 111.
I look for good things irom

allot these ladies this season,"
Sehmannsaid, "Each one will
bring something to this team

Services Offered

BG faces Clarkson and St. Lawrence

HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 10

than hall of the 21X12 season
because of shoulder surgery
before spending the entire
2003 season in the minors.
"In our minds, he has the
necessary, profile to pitch In
our ballpark," O'Brien said.
He's delighted to come to a
team like ours thai can score
a lot of runs lie feels it's an
opportunity for him to take a
siep forward in his career."
I he Heels likelv will move
Adam Dunn to first base,
clearing up a jammed outfield
that also includes Ken Griffey
|r. Austin Kearns and Wily Mo
I'ena.

Pregnant9 Confidential, tree & piofesslonal testing BG Pregnancy

very long time. It is a game where.
I think lor both of us, once the
game starts, the friendship will
be put aside."

Center 419-354-4673.

Wanted

That friendship is something
coach Paluch still treasuretoday and remembers through
the years as they not only played
with each other, but also shared
experiences as coaches as the]
prepare for their first meeting.

Classified Ads

372-6977

"I le's done an outstanding job
at Clarkson," Paluch said. "It'll
be good to have him back and
hopefully a lot of people can
come hack and welcome (leorge
because as a player here, he w as a
great guy to watch."

■

■

■
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Cook lor hire
Experienced and willing, spent the
last tour years cooking tor 25-30
people, three meals a day. two
snacks and dessert. Did own
budgeting and menu meal plans,
can save you lots ot money.
Young and enthusiastic, please call
lor more information.
Bonnie (419) 575 5250 (please
leave detailed message)

Privacy in the room
that is most important!
The Enclave II Apartments, Featuring 4 BR 4 Bath Apartment Homes
• Fully furnished with big screen TV

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2006
• Resort style pool with 2-year round hot tubs

Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,

Also ask about our rental rates at

• 2 Ultra Bulb tanning domes

Merry Street Apts., 501 Pike Street
& 425 East Court St.
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
41402
419.3S2.07I7

^*-*-*».
<- -^>--

r

• Full size washer & dryer in every apartment

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am 5pm
Saturday 9am 1pm

• Huge Fitness Center

GREENBRIAR, INC.

• Free High Speed Internet

www.qreenbnar rental vcom

• Private Shuttle to and from Campus

HUDDLE UP.
CHOW DOWN.

■>•■» ttMU, Jut $4.99 tach,
might after 9 p.m.
* Mora than a
1/2 lb. Chunks
* Jalapeno
» Bottle Caps
* Potato Skins
* Pickle Spears
* Fried Shrooms
* Cheese Nachos
* Provolone
Wedge.

everyday

after 9.pm.

Motelood.
Fnr^n ■ H.rfa. - ll~ ■ ItaJb.

And MUCH more for only S350!

Office Open:
Monday - Friday
8:30AM-7PM
Saturday 10-4
Sunday 12-4
IW\P

H.HClCI\/£

dS (FormerlySterling Enclave)

706 Napoleon Rd. Bowling Green, OH
www.collegeparkweb.com

419 353 5100

I
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Wanted

For Rent

Help Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix

pgfe^

brought to you by

International student needs 2 graduation tickets lor family traveling from
across the world 419 699 5858
Need graduation tickets.
Will pay it necessary
Call Chris 419601-1234

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING' up to $300.day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
—•ATTN: BSBA & IPC GRADS""
■"STILL LOOKING FOR
A GREAT JOBFULL TIME Enlry Level Sales S
Managers SSSALARY.COMM:
FULL BENEFITSSS " Information
Sessions Mon, Dec. 12th at 12PM
& 6PM-SPACE IS LIMITED-CALL
TODAY Held at 12401 Eckel Rd
Perrysburg OH 43551"
■■"CALL TODAY 419-874-3575""
EOE M F D V

Perrysburg family needs afterschool child care in our home
Weekdays 3:45-5 45 and occasional
school holidays starting January,
2006. Must have reliable transportation to drive to activities
Call 419 872 1228
The Toledo Mud Hens are looking
tor outgoing individuals to entertain
fans during 2006 home games.
Duties include executing on-field
contests, costumed character
work and more. Please send
resumes to: Toledo Mud Hens.
Ann: Game Day Entertainment.
406 Washington St, Toledo. OH
43604. Please, no phone calls.
WINTER BREAK WORK
$17.50 base appl
Special 1 -5 weeks program, flex
sched . work pt in spring or secure
summer work, all majors welcome.
all ages 17+. cust sales'svc .
conditions apply
Call Todayl 419-8616134

For Rent
Director ol Christian Education
PT (20-30 hrswki
First Presbyterian Church. BG
419-352-4176. Edward Flscus
Full PT photographer needed HHI
South Carolina location. Will train
the right person, heavy Photoshop
skills a plus, wkends & eves, working w' the public no sales, paycom
w, experience, to stan ASAP. Call
Ron or Sue at 843 290-0088

(Only)Buckeye Studios(2 yrs .old)
Student Housing Available for 2006
Monthly. Semester & Year Long
Leases. Fully Furnished, includes
all utilities & 25" TVAs low as
$425<mo Call 419-352-1520.
www buckeyeinnandstudios com
"Avail Now & 1st ol yr 1, 2. 4 4 6
bedrm apts/houses. great prices »
rooms low as $199 00 mo Call

419 353-0325 9am 9pm

1

Get Paid To Drive a Brand NewCar
Now paying drivers S800-S3200 a
month Pick up your tree car key
today, www treecarkey com
Pan-time counter help warned.
Mornings and alternoons Apply
1204 W Wooster 419-354-4494

Part-time otlice help wanted tor
downtown BG CPA lirm. Job will
begin in mid January Knowledge ot
Word and Excel helplul Prefer applicants having one or two courses
in accounting. Please t 'nail resume
to Char1es@Slatercpa com

G iiJc/iii.yr/

Holiday
r

Catering

1419 353 2277 \

"Houses and apts avail 06 07
school year (Multiple studs unrelated OjrEJiJLAUQWEDI Listings
avail 247 al 316 E Merry #3 or
Canyrentals.com

3 BR lg. prof or family house.
excellent location. $895 avail, now
3 graduating seniors looking tor 2 or
3 subleasers Needed for 3 bdrm
house 5 blocks from campus.
Spring and Summer 06, 1 1/2 ba.
2 car garage, ac'heal. new carpel.
w/d.
SaOOVmo.Call Angela 419 7330477.

3/4 br Apts lor 06-07 school yr 12
mo lease. Multiple students unrelated OVER 3 allowed Call 419-3083525 10am- 10pm 619 High St.

All rentals avail Aug 15. 06 1 yr.
lease all close lo BGSU. several 3
br houses ranging from $750/ mo.
lo $1200/ mo 2 br. apis at $350/
mo. 1 br. apt at $300/mo. efficiency at $250/ mo. All excellent condition, some newly remodeled. Call
419-308-2458 or 419-686 3805
Available next school year
3 bdrm house
419-352-4773 or 419-265-1061
Female Roomate SubleaserNeeded
Jan-May $240/Mo.Util 841 8th St
Furnished 2BR, 2 balhs.LR.Kilchen
419-2606863

12 month lease only
Office Open 9-3 M-F
www highlandmgmt com
Quiet Tenant's Desired

419-354-6036

Houses-Apis for 06-07 school year
12 month leases only
S.Smith Conlracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office Open 9-3M-F
Quiet tenants preferred

I -2-3 Bedroom Apartments

Low Monthly Rentals

From Only $475!

$375 monthly included utilities.
phone, cable, and furniture.
No Contract

Ground floor ranch
Private entrance
Patio
Spacious kitchen
Pets welcome!

Please Call 419-352-5211.
MOVE IN NOW- ONE MONTH
FREE 1 and 2 bedroom apis, available in serene park-like setting. Includes dishwasher, heat, water.
and trash
Bowling Green Village 352-6335

FREE HEAT
AMDtMtMIS

N

1

□OB
»*..*->i,*.*.*.*.i..*-t
{faimsAU'i^f s/timaJ

1
5
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
25
27
29
32
35
37
38
39
40
42

Cloth scraps
Thin covering
Conductor Seiji
"The Time Machine" people
God ol love
Under
Greek marine slogan?
Balm
Exist
Travel paper
Contradicts
Decline
Byron of golf
Stole or cloak
Colonel in Clue
Last
Arabian prince
Old Olds
Literary device
Joke
Deathly pale
Writer Hentoft

Gas heal paid, new carpet, close lo
campus, 2 BR unlurnished. $600
mo. Avail immed 419 409-1110.

2 bdrm House WD hookup,
storage shed. 5550'mo. + util.
419-353-1556

•
•
•
•
•

ACROSS

419/360 6060

Grad.'Senior Housing
Highland Management
130 E. Washington Slreet

On selected floor plans

30
31
32
33
34
36
40

4 bed house, w/d. a/c. 1 1/2 bath.
garage. 12 mo lease. Avail in May.
$1350/mo. Call 419/836-7674 or

812 3rd SI. Close to BGSU.
newly painted 3 BR. 1 Balh.
privacy fenced in bk. yard.
$840' mo -.dep you pay util
Call Mary 419-474-7775

Trinity United
Methodist Church

43
44
45
48
50
52
56
58
60
61
62
64
65

67 Aligned
68 Kind
69 Old pol divisions

CHRONICLES OF NARKIA THE LION. THE
WIICH ANO THE WAH0R0BE1PCI • 00 ? C1
-.00 7 00 8 0010 00
SrRlANAm,
1 45 4 30 715 10 00
AEON FLUXIPO-Ul' 00 3 15 5 30 7 4510 00
YOURS MINE AND OURS IPCI
100 310
5 20730940
JUST FRIENOSire-u,' 053205 35 7501005
RENTlPG-111
1704157101000
WALK THE UMiPG 111 1 15 4 10 7 051000
HARRY POTTER ANO THE GOBLET OF
ROE IPO-Ill 12 30130345480700810
DERAiliO145415700930
CHICKEN LITTLEiCi-

fM€

203 N. Main
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

€l,VCRV

°

3*M£y 6

423-2861

HOUSES!

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Now Leasing
for 2006
for current listing

THE FOG IPC-131
4 30700910
ELI2ABETHT0WN|PG-11|
4 00700930
FUGHTPLANiPD il,
5107:20930
JUST LIKE HEAVENiPG-UI 5 00 7:10910
THE EXORCISM OF EMU T ROSE (PO-1JI
4 00 7 00 9 20
RED EYE |PC "
R 730920

These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FROBOSF. RENTALS

Late Night @
our Library®
Jerome Library will be open until
2 a.m. Sunday through Thursday
December 4th • 8th and
December 11th-15th
Come study with us!
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Accepting

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Large 1 bdrm. Great location on
Main St $500/mo Price is negotiable. Contact Blair 419-409-0475.

Subleaser needed ASAP Close lo
campus S197.50*utilities contact
419-366-6872 lor more info.

RENT FOR MONTH OF JANUARY
FREE! Own room in a house. Only
$255 a month A block from campus. Sublease from Jan to May.
Call (248) 408-8742 for more into, or
email at ejknapp@bgnet.bgsu edu

Subleaser needed ASAP. 1 bdrm.
$425/ mo. tug), Close to campus.
Call Beth at 419-352-3781.

Subleaser wanted. Large 3 bdrm
house. Close to campus & downtown 225 E Merry. Parking. W/D.
large room avail. $300 renl + util.
Contact Dave 216-408-1375
Subleaser(s) wanted Dec/ JanMay 13, House REALLY close to
campus, $312/ mo. OBO + util.
W/D.
Contacl Ashley 330-321-1405

Subleaser needed Jan.- Aug. 10,
06. $285 mo + utilities. Lg. bdrm.
Close to campus.
Call (419)308-4204 for details.

Retired teacher and professor will
share house. 5 bdrm. 2 wood burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255/
mo. includes all utilities. Call after 7
and leave message. (419)352-5523.

Subleaser needed' A room in a
house close to campus lor $255 a
month. For inlo email Liz @
ejknapp@bgnet bgsu.edu

Rooms For Rent 2 Blocks From
Campus In A Large House Call For
More Information 419-575-4530

Subleaser needed.
329 N Enterprise $200/mo ♦ util.
Call Sara 419 494-9346

The Windmill. 722 Clough St. 2 person lease. $480/ mo util. includ.
Call John 419-733-6279.
Very private room for one subleaser
Dec-May 2006 Avail as soon as
Dec. 20th 110 N Enterprise Great
location Close to campus and
downtown $250/mo
Call 740-815-9898
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www.meccabg.com
LOG ON TODAY
View our 2006/07 availability
View pictures, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
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Stop by our office for listings
1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
419-353-5800
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ENTERPRISE SQUARE
APARTMENTS

info@meccabg.com • www.meccabg.com
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1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS!
$450.00 / MO. + UTILITIES
Many amenitiescall for details
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welcomes our newly initiated sisters
Sunday Nov. 20th

Melissa Arbaugh
Jessica Berhent
Kim Brunn
Amanda Copenhaver
Jenny Dcngler
Julie Hummel
Nicky Jones
Lauren Loomis

Jessie Lucko
Danielle Maune
Katie McCulley
Heather - Jade Pase
Sarah Porter
Michelle Schatz
Kristi Sulewski
Brittany Tonnis

Hours:
Mon Fri y.im Spin
Saturday 9am-1pm

419.352.0717

Congratulations!
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LARGE, DELUXE
1 BEDROOM APTS

445 E. Woosler
Bowling Green, OH'

a

See our coupon menu
in the telephone directory
about our SPECIALS'
pisanellos.com

• Lunch Fn • Sat • Sun.

Call 419-352-9392
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352-5166

$5 '5 Minimum

Bowtaanca.Ofak> 43400-3521

l*raisinn and Prottoimini; ('hrisi
at the Heart of Hinvtinn (,'reen

Long or hot finish?
Type ol sen.
Give approval
Called lor
Edam or bne
Ex-QB ol the Broncos|
Skaters' jumps
More mature
Climbing vines
Left on maps
Stravinsky or
Sikorsky
59 Canine cry
62 E. Bilko's rank
63 Uncertain possibility

VOTED BEST PIZZA 12 STRAIGHT YEARS

Sell Trips, Earn Cash, Go Free!
Now Hiring On-iampus Reps
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ANSWERS
s

66 Take oil

Ml for gro«« dJMomrh

AM. STADIUM SEATING
2 l>a> Athuncc Ticket Sales

Bosox or Chisox player
1990 Whoopi Goldberg movie
Improve
Reflected sound
Very long cold snap
John Wayne movie of 1962
Flinched
Strong base solutions
14. once
on (goaded)
Greek honey?
Weather balloon
Guys' partners

, PISRNCLLO'S

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 tUf

Shorten a plank
Olds model
Pyle of Mayberry
Use a straw
Fine meal
Gremlins
Actress Lindsay
Open-scan med. procedure
Preoccupy completely
Gung-ho guy
Aligned. Greek style
Threaded
Inspires reverence
Brothers of pop music
Becloud
Stately bird
Political exile
Long John Silver feature
Roger ol "Cheers"
■_ Be Cruel"
Cash penalty
OPEC member
Greek -nada"?
Dogpatch Daisy
Shocked

9
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13
18
22
24
26
28

3-4 Bdrm house for rent Close to
campus and downtown.
Call 419-575-2683

1 or 2 BR apt Close to campus
Grad student or mature undergrad.
Avail. mid-December.
Call Gary 352-5414

2 female subleasers needed immediately through August The Enclave. Contact Kristin at
massikd@bgnet bgsu.edu or Ashlee
at 419-957-5412
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419-352-5689
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